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QUESTION 1

You have been hired as a consultant to help resolve boot-from-SAN server reboots. The company has hosts, storage
devices, and tape drives in the same zones. A large number of RSCNs are generated during the backup window. 

What is the cause of the problem? 

A. Tape drives are more sensitive to RSCNs than hosts or disk storage devices. 

B. Storage devices and tape drives are configured within the same zone. 

C. Storage devices are more sensitive to RSCNs than hosts or tape storage devices. 

D. Most SAN switches do not support having both disk and tape frames flowing over the same switch ports at the same
time. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When troubleshooting an issue on a host, you discover that the existing file system partition has been corrupted after
you provisioned a LUN to another host connected to the same FC fabric. 

What is the cause of this problem? 

A. Incorrect zoning 

B. Incorrect LUN masking 

C. Incorrect multipathing policy 

D. Incorrect LUN size 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which storage related offering serves as intermediaries to multiple cloud storage providers? 

A. Cloud storage provider 

B. Cloud storage broker 

C. Cloud storage gateway 

D. Cloud storage shifting 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

After provisioning a new LUN to a host, new storage cannot be detected on the host. Which three actions should be
performed to troubleshoot this problem? (Choose three.) 

A. Scan memory on a host. 

B. Scan for new storage on the host, 

C. Verify that LUN mapping is correct. 

D. Verify that zoning on the FC switch is correct. 

E. Verify that the size of memory pages and block size is the same. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

You determine that throughput between a server and an FC storage array is lower than expected. 

Your privileges only allow you to change the configuration of the HBA on the server. 

Which configuration setting can you change to increase throughput? 

A. Queue length 

B. Queue depth 

C. Topology 

D. Class 1 service 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You have completed installing your FC SAN. When everything is powered on, numerous devices are not available. You
need to verify that the devices appear within the FC fabric by accessing the appropriate FC service that provides a list of
devices and their respective function. 

Which server within the Fibre Channel fabric would be used to do this? 

A. Fabric Login server 

B. Name server 

C. Management server 

D. Fabric Controller 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

Which type of a backup changes the archive bit? 

A. Full 

B. Differential 

C. Incremental 

D. Block-level 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A small business with an IP SAN and NAS storage is experiencing slow response times on the servers which have NAS
storage resources. 

Which two should the storage administrator monitor to determine the root cause? (Choose two.) 

A. Latency per NAS port 

B. IOPS per NAS port 

C. Link speed per NAS port 

D. MBps per NAS port 

E. I question the question 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9

Click the Exhibit button. 
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Your company has purchased a new storage array that has dual management access network ports. You need to
connect the array and provide maximum redundancy without affecting production traffic. Referring to the exhibit, where
should the ports be attached? 

A. Cable one management access network port into management switch 1 and the other port into management switch
2. 

B. Cable both management access network ports into management switch 2. 

C. Cable one management access network port into core switch 1 and the other into core switch 2. 

D. Cable both management access network ports into management switch 1. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Click the Exhibit button. 

Which protocol is represented by the frame shown in the exhibit? 

A. FCoE 

B. iSCSI 

C. Ethernet 
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D. Fibre Channel 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

What describes the FCoE transport protocol? 

A. Fibre Channel frames encapsulated within Ethernet frames, transmitted on a Fibre Channel infrastructure 

B. SCSI frames encapsulated within Ethernet frames, transmitted on an Ethernet infrastructure 

C. Fibre Channel frames encapsulated within FCoE frames, transmitted on an Ethernet infrastructure 

D. Fibre Channel frames encapsulated within Ethernet frames, transmitted on an Ethernet infrastructure 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has a storage subsystem that supports a variety of replication options. They have purchased an identical
array and placed it at a secondary site 4,200 km away and want to keep the two arrays as closely synchronized as
possible. 

Which solution should be chosen? 

A. Asynchronous replication is the only replication option for distances of this length. 

B. Synchronous replication is the only replication option for distances over 4,000 km. 

C. Snapshots allow for data to be quickly captured, copied, and mounted from one storage array to another and is the
ideal solution for all distances. 

D. Synchronous replication will keep the arrays in the closest sync and is ideal for short distances such as 4,200 km. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A company needs to replicate a database from its main office to a disaster recovery site 3,000 km away with a five
minute recovery point objective. 

Which type of replication should the company use to replicate the data? 

A. Synchronous 

B. Asynchronous 

C. Multi-synchronous 

D. Local replication 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Your CTO is concerned over misuse of corporate storage assets because an employee was found to be hosting a music
library on one of the SANs storage arrays. You have been instructed to provide some level of device security to the
corporate FC SAN. FC has a number of cost- effective (free) industry standard protection mechanisms that provide or
restrict user access to SAN resources. 

Which two FC provided mechanisms would you implement first? (Choose two.) 

A. LUN masking 

B. Device authentication and authorization 

C. Zoning 

D. Key management system 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

Click the Exhibit button. 
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Referring to the exhibit, what are the two largest risks to a highly available solution? (Choose two.) 

A. Only two adapters per controller 

B. Only two adapters on the server 

C. Only one server 

D. Only one switch 

Correct Answer: CD 
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